
 

Kahoot! information for parents 

This information is for Parents and students to review in preparation for 

using Kahoot for our assessments.   

What is it? Kahoot is a website that is used 

by schools and businesses (and many 

others!) to create multiple choice quizzes 

and assessments etc. which can then be 

shared with the target audience which in 

our case is our students.  

• How we will be using it? For all the kitabs in place of written exams, 

this year we will be using kahoot to assess our students.  

• How popular is it? There have been approximately 60 million quizzes 

created on kahoot to date which is a big amount considering it is 

educational content at the end of the day. Also, more than one million 

professional teachers create content on the platform. 

• Why we are using it? Because it’s extremely easy to use, it offers a fun 

and interactive user experience for our students, the results are 

immediate, it’s time based so reducing the opportunity to cheat and 

makes it all the more challenging, its multiple choice questions so every 

student should be able to answer, parents will get an opportunity to see 

how their child is doing by comparing their results with the rest of the 

class.  

• What will you need to do? You will need to arrange a device for your 

child that connects to the internet (like a smartphone, tablet, Laptop or 

desktop) in order to participate in the assessment. You will also need 

Internet connection.  

• No need to Set up an account or sign up. Students do not need to 

sign up for an account, instead teachers will provide a link or a pin 

number that students can enter to access the Kahoot 

 



 

• How do you access the assessment ?  

Option 1: On the day of the assessment at 

5.00pm teachers will send a message to 

their class with a link. Using this link 

students will gain direct access to the 

assessment. 

Option 2: If using a laptop, you will need to visit https://kahoot.it/ and 

enter a game pin number which the teacher will provide in the message. 

Once this game pin is entered you will have direct access to the 

assessment.  

•   Username not real name. Once you are in, 

you will be prompted to enter a nickname.  This 

is where you will enter a username. Students 

must enter their candidate numbers.  

• Time limit: Being a race against time children will need to be calm, 

composed and very alert. As long as they read each answer carefully and 

read the answer options carefully students will not have any problems 

Insha’Allah. Remember there is enough time to read, and think of the 

answer.  

• Points are allocated for the accuracy of each answer and also the speed 

with which the answer was given.  

• Video with each question: Please note with each question you will see 

an image with our madrasah logo and YouTube link. Please do not click 

on this. It had to be placed there to silence the background music which 

 comes as default in kahoot and cannot be turned off.  

Note: We also recommend to turn volume off when starting the 

assessment.  

• Once the assessment is completed the results will automatically be 

saved for the teacher to review Insha’Allah.  

• Where can I get more information about Kahoot? You can get all 

the details here, on their FAQ page. 

 

https://kahoot.it/
https://kahoot.com/help/

